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RapidIdentity for K-12 Education
While technology is now embedded in nearly every facet of K-12 education, often the systems students and educators use each day don’t interact, leading to inefficient workflows and lost productivity.
RapidIdentity is an Identity and Access Management (IAM) platform that was purpose-built to help
educators solve this challenge.
RapidIdentity puts the digital identities of students and educators at the heart of the learning process
with capabilities, such as identity lifecycle management, engagement analytics, single sign-on, rostering,
and more. By connecting applications and data, RapidIdentity enables school districts to keep people
and assets safe, automate and personalize workflows, and provide operational insights.

Lifecycle Management
For All Users

Enhanced Student
Experience

Seamless Class
Roster Delivery

Creating and supporting thousands of student, teacher, staff,
contractor, and parent user
accounts is not practical or manageable with scripts and manual
processes.
RapidIdentity
automates account creation,
changes, and deletion—at
scale, seamlessly keeping Active
Directory and downstream systems accurate and up-to-date.

Ensuring students and educators have timely and accurate
access to the latest online
resources is crucial to collaborative learning. RapidIdentity
streamlines access and boosts
productivity with capabilities,
such as single sign-on, kidfriendly authentication, and
self-service and delegated password reset functionality.

Integrating LMS and digitalinstructional content with SIS and
keeping them up-to-date can
be incredibly time-consuming
and error-prone. RapidIdentity
Rostering completely automates
the process of integrating and
synchronizing student roster
data with target applications,
giving students immediate
access to class resources.

The RapidIdentity platform offers comprehensive IAM capabilities designed to improve educational
workflows.

LIFECYCLE

AUTHENTICATION
MFA and SSO
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Automated Provisioning and Deprovisioning
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Configurable Single Sign-On
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Access Management

•
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Catalog of Predefined Application Integrations
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Support for IMS Global OneRoster™ Standard

Sponsorship for Non-Employee Populations
Granular Group Management
Delegated Administration and End-User Self-Service
Dynamic Role Management
Enterprise-Ready Integrations

Kid-Friendly Authentication
Mulit-Factor Authentication for Windows Login
User-friendly Self-Service Capabilities
Support for Duo Authentication
Mobile Support
Secure Remote Access and VPN Logins

Strong Authentication for Windows Clients
		 and Shared Workstations
GOVERNANCE

ROSTERING

Complex SOD Policy Handling
API Password Management
Shared and Emergency Privileged Accounts
Audit Logging and Reporting

Compliance with FERPA, COPPA, SOPPA and
		
California-Specific Student Privacy Laws

DEPLOYMENT
METHODS

Support for Custom Delimited File Formats
Flexible Data Derivation & Data Filtering UI

RapidIdentity is available on-premise or in the cloud, with no
sacrifices in functionality, features, or security.

•
•

On-premise: Software Appliance
Cloud: Private instance in shared infrastructure
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877.221.8401
www.identityautomation.com

